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Abstract

1

A projection scheme based on the pressure correction
method is discussedto solve the Navier-Stokes equations
for incompressibleflow. The algorithm is applied to the
continuousequations, imposing a proper boundary condition on the pressurecorrection step. The resulting velocity
and pressuresatisfy the original equations,except for the
tangential boundary condition for the velocity, which is
satisfied with second-orderaccuracy in time. For the spatial discretization the spectral element method is chosen.
The high-orderaccuracyallowsthe useof a diagonalmass
matrix resulting in a very efficient algorithm. The scheme
is applied for simulating shear-layerflow. Proper outflow

Calculating the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for unsteadyincompressiblefluid flow is still a major challenge in the field of computational fluid dynamics. The
Navier-Stokes equations form a set of coupled equations

conditions

are formulated

in terms of the unknowns

of the

decoupledsystem. These conditions seem to be suitable
for non-parallel outflows, not causingany severestability
problems.
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Introduction

for both velocityand pressure(or, better, the gradientof
the pressure).One of the main problemsrelated to the
numerical solution of these equations is the imposition of
the incompressibilityconstraint and, consequently,the calculation of the pressure. The pressureis not a thermodynamic variable as there is no equation of state for an incompressiblefluid. It is an implicit variable which instantaneously 'adjusts itself' in such a way that the velocity
remains divergence-free.The gradient of the pressure,on
the other hand, is a relevant physical quantity: a force per
unit volume. The mathematical importance of the pressure in an incompressibleflow lies in the theory of saddle-

point problems(of whichthe steadyStokesequationsare
an example),whereit actsas a Lagrangianmultiplierthat
constrains
the velocityto remaindivergence-free
[3].
For the solution of unsteady Navier-Stokes flow, perhaps one of the most successfulapproachesto-date is pro-

videdby theclassof projectionmethods[2],[5]. Projection

methods have been developed as a useful way to obtain
an efficient solution algorithm for unsteady incompressible flow. In this paper, projection methods are considered
that are applied to the set of continuousequations,yielding
methods
for implementingalgorithms. By decouplingthe
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The fractionalstepmethod[11],[12],is basedon a full
splittingof the treatmentof the pressure/incompressibility
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constraint and the diffusion in different sub-steps. The intermediate step leadsto a Poissonequationfor the pressure
at the new time-level. While the pressureis well-defined
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up to an arbitrary constantby the original equations,it is
lessso when directly expressedin terms of a Poissonequation. This is because,in the latter case,the necessityarises
to formulate a non-trivial boundary conditionfor the pressure. The choiceof the pressureboundary condition is an
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The obvioustheoretical choicefor the pressureboundary

sure term temporarily in the viscouspart of the equations.
Next, the velocity treatment is alecoupledfrom the pressure
treatment by applying the projection algorithm. In section
3 specialattention is given to outflow boundary conditions
with respect to the projection scheme. In section 4 the
schemeis usedto simulate the developmentof instabilities
in a shear-layer flow. Finally, in section 5 conclusionsare

condition

drawn.

aspectthat is muchdiscussed
in literature[4], [11], [18].
is a .Neumann

condition

derived from the normal

componentof the momentum equation. The form in which
this boundary condition is implemented is important not
only becauseof the overall accuracy,but also becauseof
the efficiency of the numerical scheme. This aspect still
has much room for improvement.

Pressurecorrectionmethods[8], [10], consistof a basic predictor-correctorprocedurebetweenthe velocity and
the pressurefields. Using an initial approximation of the
pressure,the momentum equation can be solvedto obtain
an intermediate velocity field. This velocity, in general,
does not satisfy the divergence-freeconstraint and must,
therefore; be corrected. By taking the divergenceof the
momentum equation and enforcing the incompressibility
constraint, a Poissonequation for the pressurecorrection

(the differencebetweenthe new and the old pressure)is
obtained. Using the pressurecorrection, the new velocity
field can then be computed. An advantageof the pressure
correction technique is that, contrary to the full splitting
approach, the final velocity is guaranteed to satisfy the
incompressibility constraint; of course, this is only true

for the velocity in the continuous(semi-discrete)
formu-

2

2.1

Numerical

method

Projection methods

In this sectionthe projection schemefor the Navier-Stokes
equationsis given. The solutionalgorithm can be applied
either to the continuous or the discrete system of equations. In the latter case, the boundary conditionsare already built in directly in the weak or variational formulation, thereby eliminating the need to formulate a specific boundary condition for the discrete pressurePoisson
equation. In this case the choice of the element for the
velocity and the pressureis important with respectto the
well-posednessof the system. As is well-known from the
theory of saddle-point of problems, a discreteform of the

Brezzi-Babu•kacondition[1] must then be satisfiedfor
obtaininga uniquevelocity and pressure.For a high-order
spectral element approximation this means that the degree of approximation for the pressuremust be taken two

lation. A drawback of this approach is that, in order to
degrees
lowerthan that of the velocity[14].
ensuredivergence-freedom,a homogeneousNeumann conOn the other hand, applying the decouplingprocedureto
dition for the Poissonequation for the pressurecorrection
the continuousequations leads to a more straightforward
must be used; which clearly is not valid for the pressure
scheme,sincein that casethe original problem is reformu-

itself[20].

In this paper a projection method, related to the pressure correction approach, is given in order to circumvent
the above problem concerningthe pressurecomputation

latedintoseveralnew (andsimpler)problems.The theory

of saddle-pointproblemsis, then, no longer applicable;as
a consequence
the degreeof approximation for velocity and
pressurecan be taken to be the same, yielding a simplerI221. Also, it has beenshownthat the resultingvelocity to-implement numerical scheme. In that casehowever,the
and pressuresatisfy the original Navier-Stokes equations, resulting Poissonequation requires a boundary condition.
except for the tangential boundary condition for the ve- It hasbeenshownin [22]that in the continuous
projection
locity, which under certain conditions of smoothness,is schemepresentedbelow, the use of a homogeneousNeu-

satisfiedwith second-order
accuracyin time [22]. For the
spatial discretization, a high-order Galerkin spectral ele-

ment method[15], [20],that exhibitsexcellentproperties
(small numericaldiffusionand dispersion)for convectiondominated

mann boundary conditionfor the Poissonequationis valid
and, even, essentialin obtaining a divergence-freevelocity
field.

flows is chosen.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section2 presents 2.2 The projection scheme
the numerical scheme to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. The equations are first split according to an op- Consider the Naylet-Stokes equations in primitive varierator splitting procedure that decouplesthe treatment ablesfor incompressibleflow in an open and bounded doof convection
and diffusion[16], [21],includingthe pres- main f• with boundary I • and with, for now, only essential

A Spectral Element Projection SchemeFor IncompressibleFlow
becomes

boundary conditions

+ (u.V)u- (v. V)u + vp= f
(1)
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--T(u .v)a

in

•7.u=O

in

u = g

on r,

u(x, O)= Uo

in f•.

(7)

fi•+« = tim-•;u
AS,~m+•_
•.v)a•+•,
fi•+• = tim_ As(fi•+•. V)fi•+•.

After introductionof the simpler notation fi•+•-i

=

Q(t'*+•-•'t•)u•+i-i
equation
(6)leads
to

fi•+•-• = fi•(•+•).
The first step in the solution method is to apply an oper- (8)
ator splitting technique for unsteady convection-diffusion
For a second-order backward differences scheme, equaproblems, including the pressureterm temporarily in the
tion (4) readsas follows
viscouspart of the equation. Thereto the momentum equation is written in the followingform

•u•+•
- AtDu•+•
=2fi•
-2
-AtVp •+• + Atf •+•

au

--

at =7)u+Cu-Vp+f,

(2)

(9) V.u•+•=0

with D = (V-t/V) asthe diffusionoperatorandC = -(u.
V) as the non-linearconvectionoperator.Equation(2) is
writtenin termsof an integratingfactorin C [16],[21]

(3)

ß Calculate an intermediate velocity field u* by choosing
the pressureat the previous time-level

•u*-•t•u*

With•Q(t',t) = _Q(t',t)C andQ(t*,t*)
= Z. The'Stokes'

At

Toevaluate
theterms
Q(c
t•+•'t•-x-i)
' un+l-i(i

= 1,2,...)

a(O)= u"+:-i,

3 Un+l -- U*

'

+ •(u•+•-u

-

*)

v

A quantity, q, is computed by solving the Poisson
equation resulting by taking the divergenceof equa3V-u*

•u'•+•-i = fi(iAt).

Problem (5), accordingto the non-linearconvection,is
solvedusing a three-step explicit Taylor-Galerkin scheme

alsousedin [9]. This schemeis, for linearsystems,thirdorder accurate in time.

=

tion (11)

from which it follows that

Q•

AtVp• + Atf•+•.

subtracting(10) from the original momentumequation (9). This yields

0 < s < iAt,

{aa(s)
_ca(s),
(6)

-

ß The velocity at time-level n + 1 can be obtained by

the following associatedinitial value problem is solved

/tn+l

2

(10)

divergence-free.
The quantitiesfi• and fi•-• are calculatedaccordingto the convectionproblem(7), (8).

= T)u•+•_ •7pn+l+ fn+l.

as

= 2a•-ka •-•

2

The intermediate velocity field u* is, in general, not

30un+l-- Zi----1
k /•i•c(t,•
4-x,t,•
+l- i)un+l--i
(4)

on r.

The projectionschemeproceeds• follows(see[22])'

07(Q(ct*'Ou)
=Q?*'t)(T)u•7p-{f),

following semi-discrete system

in•,

un+l : gn+l

0

equation(3) is integratedusingan implicit backwarddifferencesschemewith time-stepAt [7]. This yieldsthe

in •,

The initial condition is fi0 =

u•+•-i; a time-stepAs suchthat At = jAs with j an
integer is used. The semi-discreteconvectionstep then

(•2)

V2q=2At

with:

(13)

q = p• -p•+• + vV. u*

ß Accordingto equation(12) a new velocitysatisfying
V. u•+• = 0 canbe computedfrom

(14)

u•+•=u*-•AtVq.
2
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ß Finally, the pressureat the time-level n + 1 is com-

puted from (13) as:
(15)

pn+l = p• + q _ v,Vßu*.

Some commentson boundary conditions are in order. A
general and consistentchoiceis to adopt for the intermediate velocity u* the original boundary conditions at

the time-levelr• + 1; that is to chooseu* = gn+l on I'.

95

conditionas the decouplingprocedureis applied to the continuousequations,leadingto uncoupledproblemsfor both
velocityand pressure.Therefore,the degreeof approximation of the pressurecan be taken as equal to that of the
velocity, resulting in a numerical algorithm that is simple
to implement. The fully discreteform of the projection
scheme thus becomes:

ß Calculate u* by solving

Due to the continuousformulation an 'artificial' boundary

(•M+AtD)
u*= 2Mfin-•Mfi
n-1

conditionmust be formulatedfor equation(12). In the
above schemea homogeneousNeumann boundary condition arisesin a natural way. The solvability constraint for

(18)

the Poissonequation(12) reads

with M the (diagonal) mass matrix, D the diffu-

V2q
dF•= 2At

(16)

-

3 / n. u*dE = 0,

2At

(17)

AtQp'• + AtMf '•+1,

sion matrix and Q the gradient matrix. The column pn contains the pressurecomponentsat t = t n.
The column f also contains the contribution

of non-

homogeneous
boundary conditions. The columnsfin

and fi'•- • are calculatedthroughthe solutionof

fi,•+«= fi,•--•-M
As _lC,•fi,•,

due to the globalmassconstraintand the assumptionthat

u* = g•+l on F. On the otherhand

-

(19)

- •-M
1 _

•1m+l =

V"•q
dF•
= •nn
dr.

1

•1TM_ AsM-1Cm+•um+.•,

whereC"•+« and C"•+« denotethe convectionmatrix
i

Therefore, the easiest way to satisfy global divergencefreedomis to impose a homogeneousNeumann condition

Calculate q by solving

for the Poissonequation(12).
Note that in the projection schemeboth the velocity
and the pressureare predicted in the first step, and then
correctedin the remaining three steps. It can easily be

shownthat the solution(un+l,pn+l) ofthescheme
isconsistentwith that of the original system(9). Equation (14)
also ensuresthat the normal componentof the boundary
conditionsfor u'•+1 is satisfiedon the boundary;the tangential componentof the boundary conditioncan not be
satisfiedexactly. However, it can be shownthat if the acceleration -SF
au on I' andthe source
termarecontinuous
in

time (suddenstartsand suddensources
are not allowed),
the tangential boundary condition for the velocity is satis-

1

at timelevelsra + 5 andm + ,-2,respectively.
3 Lu*

(20)

Kq-- 2 At'

with K as the Laplacian matrix and L as the divergence matrix.
Calculate u n+• via

(21)

un+l= u*- õAtM-1Qq.
2

ß Calculatepn+l via

(22)

pn+l = p• + q _ •M-1Lu..

fiedwithaccuracy
O(At"•)[22],yielding
a second-order
in
time consistentprojection scheme.

2.3

Spectral element discretization

Application of a Galerkin spectral element discretization
to the semi-discreteprojection equations is performed in
the standard way. As already stated in section2.1, there is
no needto satisfyany form of the discreteBrezzi-Babu•ka

From the above system it can be seen that it is essential
that the massmatrix M is diagonal,since,then; the equa-

tions (19), (21) and (22) do not involvethe solutionof a
system,but only the calculationof matrix-vector products
which can be performedon elementallevel. For high-order
methods the use of a diagonal mass-matrix is a valid approach with respect to accuracy,as is shown numerically

in [19].

A Spectral Element Projection SchemeFor IncompressibleFlow
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Note that after spatial discretizationdivergence-freedom Usingequations(12), (14) of the projectionscheme,the
of the final computed velocity is only satisfiedin the weak secondterm in this equation can be written as
sense. Also, the use of the diagonal mass matrix can further decreasethe accuracy with which the incompressibilOU
n+l
l•U* __2 cq2q•
ity constraint is satisfied. However, the numerical results

presented
in [22]suggest
that for a high-ordermethodthis

(29)

loss of accuracy is not severe.

3

Outflow boundary

conditions

In this sectionspecial attention is given to the formulation
and implementation of boundary conditionsif there is an
outflow boundary, as is often the case in numerical flow
simulations. The problem of shear-layer flow discussedin
the next section also has an outflow boundary. In the
caseof projection methods the implementation of outflow
boundary conditions is not trivial.

Assume,for simplicity,that the outward(normalto the
outflow)boundaryFer is parallelto the x-axis(in two dimensions). The most commonlyused outflow boundary
conditions

(23)

in the context

p-u--

of Galerkin

-

0

methods

Ov

(24)

cqx----0

on the outflowboundary
with equation(15) yields

onFer,

(30)

sure(or a relatedquantity)hasto be solved,asis the case
with projectionmethods,equations(23), (24) are often

imposed
as
(25)

p =

0

Next, if the natural boundary condition for the Helmholtz

equation(10) for u*, whichreads

(31)

p--xx

(26)

c9x= 0

(27)

0--•= 0

on

Ov

onr•.

It can easily be seen,however,that if a strong incompress-

=0

onrer

is imposed, it follo•vsthat

2

(32)

O•q

q- •Aty

=0

onFer.

This admits the solution

q= 0

on

So, it is valid to useequations(31) and (33), whichin a
strongsenseensurethat equation(23)is satisfied.
Finally, usingequation(14) the condition(24) can be
reformulated

(34)

on

2_, 02q

pn+q_• Ox •/•r•-•y•
= O.

where
u- (uv)T.Equations
(23),
(24)specify
zero
stress(33)
or 'traction free' boundary conditions, which are natural
for the weak formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations.
In a formulation where a Poissonequation for the pres-

Combiningequation (29)

Ou*

read

onFer,

Oy 2
Ou*•
(02q3•'.u
*)'

=

as

Ox õ
=0
Or*
2AtO
(Oq)

onrer.

If it is assumedthat q = q•(t)q2(x,y) (whichis the case
with the spatialdiscretization
used),it canbe shown [22]
that q = O(At) and, therefore;that the the secondterm

in (34)is O(At2). Thus,withoutlossof thesecond-order

accuracy
• = 0 implies
thatø•+• - 0 which
ensures
cqx

--

ibility is supposed,condition(27) imposesthat the second that equation(24) is alsosatisfied.
componentof the velocity be zero at the outlet, which is

toostrong[13]. Therefore,thispossibilityisnot considered

4

here.

The projection method usedin this paper involvesequationsin terms of an intermediatevelocityu* and a quantity

q relatedto the pressure.Therefore,equations(23), (24)
must be reformulated

in order to obtain conditions on these

variables.Equation(23) implieson the time-leveln + 1

Shear-layer

Considera mixing-layerin the (x, y)-planein the domain
0 •_ x •_ 8,-0.5 _• y _• 0.5. At t - 0 the velocity and
pressurefields are set to zero. The boundary conditionsat
the inlet, top and bottom boundaries,read

OUn-4-1

(28)

P'•+•
- • Ox = 0

onF•r.

flow

(35)

u(y,t)=•(t)(l+0.5tanhj ,
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with 5 = 0.005. In order to ensure a smooth start-up the

velocity6(t) is smoothlyincreasedfor 0 < t < 1 as
(36)

6(t) = 0.5 (1 - cos(2vt)),

and from t = 1 on set to 1. At the outlet, stress-free
outflow conditions are described. The formulation

of these

conditions is discussedin the previous section.
In Figure 1 the streamlinesare shownof the computed
velocity field at time-levels t = 2, 6,10,14,18 on a mesh
of 12 x 8 spectral elementsof order 8. The viscosityy is
take suchthat the Reynolds number based on the distance
betweenthe upper and lower walls equalsRe = 1000. The

resultsseemto be fair: duringthe initial transience(t < 1)
the flow spontaneouslyshedsa travelling wavewhich is amplified and convectedthrough the whole domain. In order

to get a clearer(and more honest)pictureof the flow it is
visualizedby convectinga scalarfield c (for examplethe
color)with the flowusingthe three-stepexplicitschemefor
the non-linear convection step of the projection method,

seeequation(7). Initially, c is set to y, and the boundary

Figure 1: Streamlinesof computed velocity field at time-

condition c = y at x = 0 is imposed. This representation
of the flow can be seenin Figure 2 where plots of the scalar
field c are given, again at time-levels t = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18.
It is clear from Figure 2 that especiallyaround the interelemental boundaries some wiggles are created. These resuits seemto indicate that further numerical experiments
with a stabilized scheme for the convection may be useful for these kind of stability studies. Also, for this scalar
convectionthe mesh consistsof only 12 x 8 elementsof de-

levels:t = 2, 6, 10,14.18 (top to bottom).

gree8. Althoughsufficientfor the total flowproblem(see
below) this may not be enoughfor the pure convection
problem. Nevertheless,the whole picture of the instability
development is adequately represented.
In order to examine

the influence

of the mesh on the

total flow problem computationsare also performed using
8 x 8 and 16 x 8 elements of degree 8. All meshesare
sufficiently refined around the line y = 0 and at the inlet.
Figure 3 showsthe time-seriesof the secondcomponent

of the velocityat the point (x, y) = (4.1,0). The resultsof
the computations using 12 x 8 and 16 x 8 elementsare absolutely comparable. The result of the computation using
8 x 8 elements, however, is qualitatively different. In the
caseof the fine meshesthe initial spontaneoussheddingis
damped, and for t > 50 the flow is practically steady. This
regionis, therefore,not shownnor computed. In the caseof
the coarsermesh the time-seriesrepresentsa quasi-steady
periodic flow. The power spectrum of the signal, given in
Figure 1, showsa singlefrequencyof about 0.7. These re-

suitsseemto confirm[6], [17],that if the meshof spectral
elementsused is not sufficientlyfine, spuriousoscillations
can be created which resemblea periodic regime.

Figure 2: Representation of the computed flow field by
passive scalar convection at time-levels: t = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18

(top to bottom).
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8 by 8 elements

8 by 8 elements

0.4

0-051

-õ

• -0.2

-0.4!

5

10
time

15

2O
time

12 by 8 elements
0.4

-2

x 10-3

12 by 8 elements

>, 0.2

> -0.2
5

10
time

15

2O

0

time

16 by 8 elements
-2

>-0.4•)
-0.2
I

x 10-3

16 by 8 elements
'

-

5

10
time

15

2O

4O

5O

time

Figure 3: Time-seriesof the secondcomponentof the computedvelocityat location(x, y) - (4.1, 0) for three different
meshes.The left column contains the time history up till t - 20 the right column contains the time history from t - 20
on.

5

Conclusions

A spectral element projection schemefor the Navier-Stokes
equationsis discussed.The main advantageof this method
is that it allows the reformulation of the system into an-

8

x 10 -3

power

spectrum

other one consistingof two Helmholtz (three in the 3-D
case) equationsand one Poissonequation. The last set
can be soh,ed relatively effectivelywithout the necessityof

introducingan additionaliteration loop (as it is the case
with the Uzawa-likealgorithms)by meansof a direct or
iterative method. A secondadvantageis that this scheme
suggestsan easy and consistentchoiceof no-slip boundary

conditionsfor the intermediatevelocity(u* in our notation) and the intermediatepressurecorrection(q in our
notation)boundarycondition.Moreover,it can be shown

o15

.5

frequency

[22]that undersomesmoothness
conditions
for theacceler- Figure 4: Power spectrum of the time-seriesof the second

ationOu/Oton F the resultingvelocityandpressuresatisfy componentof the computedvelocityat location (x, y) =
theoriginal
coupled
system
up to an O(At2) errorin the (4.1,0) for 8 x 8 elements.
tangential boundary condition for the velocity.
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A set of free-outlet boundary conditionsin terms of the

95

[7] E. Hairer, G. Wanner and S.P. Noersett, Solving

newvariables(u* and q) is derived,too. The computations

ordinary differential equationsI. Nonstiff problems,

show that

Springer, Berlin, 1987.

these outflow

conditions

are not too restrictive

and allow the convectionof vortices out of the computational

domain.

The schemediscussedaboveis validated, simulatingthe
development of instability in a shear layer. It is shown
that the insufficientresolutionof the spectralelementmesh
can causespuriousoscillationsin the flow which can be erroneously interpreted as oscillationsof a physical origin.
The flow pattern is visualized by a convectionof an initially given passive scalar field. Using the same space
and time discretization as for the convectivepart of the
Navier-Stokes equations, it yields acceptableresults on
a relatively coarse mesh without the introduction of an
artificial dissipation. The presenceof low-amplitude but
spuriousoscillationsin this scalar field, however,indicates
that even the finest spectral element mesh used in this
study may not be fine enough to resolveall the details of
the flow field.
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